THE  TRADITIONALIST  REVIVAL
popularly elected body ; if any such is to exist at all, it can only
be there for consultative purposes, voting the Budget, if such
concession to " democracy " be necessary, for a number of
years at a time, never able to interfere with the free exercise
of executive powers.
But more important still than Monarchy of any form is the
Church, for in Catholicism only can be found the teaching
necessary for the acceptance of discipline, the principles of
order, of hierarchy, of continuity with which alone can anarchy
be countered in society, or indeed can the anarchical instincts
of the individual be held in check*
We say advisedly the Church, not religion, for the truth
of Catholicism as a creed is irrelevant to the matter at issue*
Some nationalists are indeed zealous Catholics, but an over-
zealous Catholic may easily become a bad nationalist. There
are in Catholic Christianity elements of possible disruption; it
claims to be a universal, not merely a French, religion ; many
of the teachers it venerates had but little respect for order and
the State: " among the ancient Israelites, the elect prophets
of God were often subjects of disorder and agitation," and
" we see in Isaiah, Jesus, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, symptoms of
pure frenzy." 1 " Fortunately, the civilized peoples of Europe
have known those turbulent Oriental writings only in the
truncated, remoulded, transposed form which the Church
gives them in her marvellous Missal and Breviary."2 Someone
will object however that the Church herself is an international
body, owing allegiance to an " alien " as Pope; and indeed
the true nationalist would much prefer a national Church,
properly subordinated to the State. Catholicism, however, must
be taken or left as it is, trusting that the Pope will respect
the distinction between spiritual and temporal, and that, in
exchange for the restoration of the Church to a really privileged
position,3 he will refrain from asserting claims that might
1	Maurras, quoted by Ward, The Condemnation of the " Action frang aise"
2	Maurras, Chemin de Paradis (Preface).
3	"L'fitat doit demander a 1'^glise catholique ce qu'elle pense d'elle
meme et tenir cette pensee pour une regie que 1'fitat doit respecter " (Action
fran false).
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